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The aim of this paper is to give an overview of thedevelopment of ESs, beginning with the �rst simplemutation{selection mechanism with two individualsper generation only and stopping at the (�,�){ES asused nowadays on single processor computers. The im-portant idea of the on{line adaptation of the strategyparameters during the search process by incorporatingthem into the genetic representation of the individualsis also explained.First a short introduction to the basic terminology con-cerning the parameter optimization problem is given.The overall goal of a parameter optimization problemf : M � IRn ! IR, M 6= ;, where f is called theobjective function, is to �nd a vector x� 2 M suchthat: 8x 2M : f(x) � f(x�) = f� (1)where f� is called a global minimum; x� is the mini-mum location (point or set).M = fx 2 IRn j gj(x) � 0 8j 2 f1; : : : ; qgg (2)is the set of feasible points for a problem with inequa-lity constraints gj : IRn ! IR. For an unconstrainedproblem M = IRn.Since maxff(x)g = �minf�f(x)g, the restriction tominimization is without loss of generality. In the fol-lowing a minimization problem is assumed. In generalthe optimization task is complicated by the existenceof non{linear objective functions with multiple localoptima. A local minimum f̂ = f(x̂) is de�ned by thecondition (3).9� > 0 8x 2M : kx� x̂k < �) f̂ � f(x) (3)Even if there is only one local optimum, it may be dif-�cult to �nd a path towards it in case of discontinuitiesof the objective function or its derivatives. Simpli�ca-tion, e.g. linearization, may help to make things easier,but it can lead to results which are far away from thetrue optimum.



2 The Two Membered ESAccording to Rechenberg [Rec73], the �rst e�orts to-wards an evolution strategy took place in 1964 atthe Technical University of Berlin (TUB). Then, theidea to imitate principles of organic evolution wasapplied in the �eld of experimental parameter opti-mization. The applications dealt with hydrodynam-ical problems like shape optimization of a bendedpipe and of a ashing nozzle, or with control prob-lems like the optimization of a PID regulator within ahighly nonlinear system. Besides of simulating di�er-ent versions of the strategy on the �rst available digitalcomputer at the TUB, a Zuse Z23 [Sch65], comput-ers soon were also used to solve numerical optimiza-tion problems by means of the �rst versions of simpleESs [Har74, H�of76].The algorithm used in these applications was a sim-ple mutation{selection scheme called two memberedES. It is based upon a \population" consisting ofone parent individual (a real{valued vector), and onedescendant, created by means of adding normally dis-tributed random numbers. The better of both individ-uals then serves as the ancestor of the following iter-ation/generation. Such a (1+1){ES can be describedas the following 8{tuple:(1+1){ES = (P 0;m; s; cd; ci; f; g; t) (4)whereP 0 = (x0; �0) 2 I populationI = IRn � IRnm : I ! I mutation operators : I � I ! I selection operatorcd; ci 2 IR step-size controlf : IRn ! IR objective functiongj : IRn ! IR constraint functionsj 2 f1; : : : ; qgt : I � I ! f0; 1g termination criterionP 0 denotes the initial \population" consisting of a sin-gle parent which produces by means of mutation a sin-gle o�spring resulting inP 0t = (a0t1 ; a0t2 ) 2 I � Ia0t1 = P t = (xt; �t)a0t2 = m(P t) = (x0t; �t) (5)The mutation operator is applied to all components ofthe object parameter xt. According to the biologicalobservation that o�spring are similar to their parentsand that smaller changes occur more often than largerones, mutation is realized by normally distributed ran-dom numbers: x0t = xt +N0(�t) (6)where N0 denotes a vector of independent Gaussianrandom numbers with zero mean and standard devi-ations �ti (i = 1; : : : ; n). The selection operator then

determines the �tter individual to become the parentof the next \generation":P t+1 = s(P 0t) = 8>><>>: a0t2 if8<: f(x0t) � f(xt)^gj(x0t) � 08j 2 f1; : : : ; qga0t1 = P t else (7)in case of minimization. The iteration process P t !P t+1 stops when the termination criterion t(a0t1 ; a0t2 ) =1 holds. Function t depends on the implementationand may utilize elapsed CPU time, elapsed number ofgenerations, absolute or relative progress per genera-tion, etc.In the description presented so far the standard devi-ations �t 2 IRn remain constant over time. For the-oretical considerations all components of �t are iden-tical, i.e. 8 i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng : �ti = �tj =: �. For a(1+1){ES and a regular optimization problem a con-vergence property can be shown (see [Bor78]). Theregularity of the optimization problem is speci�ed bythe criteria given in de�nition 1.Definition 1The optimization problem (1) is called regular , i� thefollowing conditions are satis�ed:1. f is continuous.2. M is a closed set.3. 8~x 2 M : ~M := fx 2 M j f(x) � f(~x)g is aclosed set.4. 8� > 0 : L0f�+� := int (Lf�+�) 6= ;, where intdenotes the set of all internal points and Lf�+� :=fx 2M j f(x) � f� + �g is a level set of f .Then the global convergence of the (1+1){ES can beshown:Theorem 1For � > 0 and a regular optimization problem (1) withf� > �1 pn limt!1 f(xt) = f�o = 1holds, i.e. the global optimum is found with probabil-ity 1 for su�ciently long search times.The longish proof is omitted here; it can be found in[Bor78]. The basic idea is to use the monotone se-quence f(x0) � f(x1) � : : : � f(xi) � : : : of objectivefunction values generated by the process. Then, for thelimit value f� � ~f = limt!1 f(xt) under the assump-tion ~f > f� a contradiction emerges, such that ~f = f�must be valid.As is well known from similar theorems for SimulatedAnnealing [AK89] and Genetic Algorithms [EAH91],



such results are not of much practical relevance due tothe unlimited time condition. In fact, we are interestedin the expectation of the convergence rate ', which isgiven by the quotient of the distance covered towardsthe optimum and the number of trials needed for thisdistance.Rechenberg calculated the convergence rates for themodel functionsf1(x) = F(x1) = c0 + c1x18i 2 f2; : : : ; ng : �b=2 � xi � b=2f2(x) = nXi=1 x2i (8)where x = (x1; : : : ; xn)T 2 IRn. f1 is called the corri-dor model and represents a simple linear function withinequality constraints. Improvement of this objectivefunction is only accomplished by moving along the �rstaxis of the search space inside a corridor of width b.f2 is called the sphere model . It comprises the simplestkind of non-linear, unimodal function. For these modelfunctions the expectations of the rates of convergenceare [Rec73]'1 = �p2�  1�r 2� �b!n�1for n� 1'2 = �p2�  exp �� n�p8r�2!!� �p2� �p� n�p8r �1� erf� n�p8r���for n� 1 (9)where erf(x) refers to the well{known error function.The rate of convergence for the sphere model dependson the current location within the search space wherer denotes the current euclidean distance from the op-timum. From (9) it is possible to determine the opti-mum standard deviations �opti (i = 1; 2) according tod'id�i ����opti ;'maxi = 0 :�opt1 = r�2 � bn ; 'max1 = 12e � bn�opt2 � 1:224 � rn ; 'max2 � 0:2025 � rn (10)It should be noted, that in both cases the step size �optiis inversely proportional to the number of object vari-ables n. Hence, the maximum rate of convergence isalso inversely proportional to n.The optimum standard deviations can be combinedwith the probabilities for a successful mutation:pt1 = 12  1�r 2� �b!n�1 for n� 1pt2 = 12 �1� erf� n�p8r�� for n� 1 (11)

For optimum step sizes these probabilities turn to thevalues popt1 = 1=(2e) � 0:184 and popt2 � 0:270. Fromthese �ndings Rechenberg postulated his 1/5 suc-cess rule:The ratio of successful mutations to all muta-tions should be 1/5. If it is greater than 1/5,increase the variance; if it is less, decreasethe mutation variance.Though, in general, problems of interest may havecharacteristics di�erent from those of the model func-tions used above, the following heuristic often helps todynamically adjust the �t { not individually, but all atthe same time, only. Hence, the mutation operator mis extended by the following equation:�t+n = 8<: cd � �t ; if pts < 1=5ci � �t ; if pts > 1=5�t ; if pts = 1=5 (12)where pts is the frequency of successful mutations,measured e.g. over intervals of 10n trials. Schwe-fel [Sch81] gives reasons to use the factors cd = 0:82and ci = 1=0:82 for the adjustment, which shouldtake place every n mutations. It should be noted thatwith (6) and (12) the operator m consists of a randomand a deterministic component, now.As explained in [Sch81] the 1=5 success rule is a mea-sure to increase the e�ciency at the cost of e�ective-ness or robustness. It may lead the (1+1){ES to pre-mature termination even in the case of unimodal func-tions if there are discontinuities or active restrictions.3 The First Multimembered ESSo far the population principle has not really beenused. The (1+1){ES can be designated as a kindof probabilistic gradient search technique { not, how-ever, as a pure random or Monte Carlo method.To introduce the population concept into the algo-rithm, Rechenberg proposed the multimembered ES,where � > 1 parents can participate in the generationof one o�spring individual. This has been denoted bySchwefel as (�+1){ES and can be formalized this way:(�+1){ES = (P 0; �; r;m; s; cd; ci; f; g; t) (13)whereP 0 = (a01; : : : ; a0�) 2 I� populationI = IRn � IRn� > 1 number of parentsr : I� ! I recombination operatorm : I ! I mutation operators : I�+1 ! I� selection operator



cd; ci 2 IR step-size controlf : IRn ! IR objective functiongj : IRn ! IR constraint functionsj 2 f1; : : : ; qgt : I� ! f0; 1g termination criterionWith the introduction of � parents instead of onlyone, the imitation of sexual reproduction is possible,which is provided by the additional recombination op-erator r:r(P t) = a0 = (x0; �0) 2 I x0 2 IRn ; �0 2 IRnx0i = � xa;i ; X � 1=2xb;i ; X > 1=2 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng�0i = � �a;i ; X � 1=2�b;i ; X > 1=2 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng (14)where a = (xa; �a); b = (xb; �b) 2 I are two parentsinternally chosen by r. By convention all parents in apopulation have the same mating probabilities, i.e. theparents a and b are determined by uniform randomnumbers. X denotes a uniform random variable on theinterval [0; 1], and it is sampled anew for each compo-nent of the vectors x0 and �0. r is called a discreterecombination operator due to the fact that compo-nent values are just copied from on of the parents.According to the saying \survival of the �ttest" (whichwas not coined by Darwin, but by one of his antago-nists) the selection operator s removes the least �tindividual { may it be the o�spring or one of the par-ents { from the population before the next generationstarts producing a new o�spring.P 0t = (a0t1 ; : : : ; a0t�+1) = (at1; : : : ; at�;m(r(P t)))P t+1 = s(P 0t) such that 8 at+1i = (x; �)6 9a0tj = (x0; �0) : f(x0) < f(x) (15)The mutation operator m and the adjustmentof �t is realized in the same manner as for a(1+1){ES (4,5,12). Self{adaptation of the step sizeshas not been possible within the (�+1){ES scheme,since o�spring with reduced mutation variances arealways preferred.4 (�+�){ES and (�,�){ESThe motivation to extend the (�+1){ES to a(�+�){ES and (�,�){ES has been twofold [Sch77,Sch81]: �rst, to make use of (at that time futuris-tic) parallel computers, and secondly, to enable self{adaptation of strategic parameters like the (even n dif-ferent) standard deviations of the mutations. Insteadof changing the �t by an exogenous heuristic in a deter-ministic manner, Schwefel completely viewed �t as apart of the genetic information of an individual. Con-sequently, it is subject to recombination and mutationas well. Those individuals with better adjusted stra-tegy parameters are expected to perform better. Thus,

selection will favour them accordingly and sooner orlater those individuals will dominate the population,i.e. a better parameter setting will emerge by meansof self-adaptation.As the nomenclature (�+�){ES suggests, � parentsproduce � o�spring which are reduced again to the� parents of the next generation. In all variants of(�+�){ES selection operates on the joined set of par-ents and o�spring. Thus, parents survive until theyare superseded by better o�spring. It might be evenpossible for very well adapted individuals to surviveforever. This feature gives rise to some de�ciencies ofa (�+�){ES:1. On problems with an optimum moving over timea (�+�){ES gets stuck at an out-dated good lo-cation if the internal parameter setting becomesunsuitable to jump to the new �eld of possibleimprovements.2. The same happens if the measurement of the �t-ness (objective) or the adjustment of the objectvariables are subject to noise, e.g. in experimen-tal settings.3. For a (�+�){ES with �=� � poptf(x) (probability fora successful mutation) there is a deterministic se-lection advantage for those o�spring which reducesome of their �i (9).In order to avoid these e�ects Schwefel investigatedthe properties of a (�,�){ES where only the o�springundergo selection, i.e. the life time of every individ-ual is limited to one generation. The limited lifespan allows to forget inappropriate internal parame-ter settings. This may result in short phases of reces-sion, but it avoids long stagnation phases due to mis-adapted strategy parameters [Sch87]. The (�+�){ESand (�,�){ES �t into the same formal framework withthe only di�erence being the limited life time of indi-viduals in (�,�){ES. Thus, only a formal descriptionof a (�,�){ES is presented here:(�,�){ES = (P 0; �; �; r;m; s;��; f; g; t) (16)whereP 0 = (a01; : : : ; a0�) 2 I� populationI = IRn � IRn� 2 IN number of parents� 2 IN number of o�spring� > �r : I� ! I recombination operatorm : I ! I mutation operators : I� ! I� selection operator�� 2 IR step-size meta-controlf : IRn ! IR objective functiongj : IRn ! IR constraint functionsj 2 f1; : : : ; qgt : I� ! f0; 1g termination criterion



In case of a (�+�){ES the selection operator s is mod-i�ed to s : I�+� ! I�. The major di�erence to theES variants given before results from the handling ofthe internal strategy parameter �t, which now is in-corporated into the genetic information of an individ-ual ati = (xt; �t) 2 I and which is not controlled bysome meta{level algorithm like the 1/5 success ruleanymore. As a result, the mutation operator is di�er-ent from before:a0ti = r(P t)m(a0ti ) = a00ti = (x00t; �00t)�00t = �0t expN0(��)x00t = x0t +N0(�00t) (17)Mutation not only works on xt but also on �t. Theadjustment of �t by the 1/5 success rule has been re-placed by a randommodi�cation, where unsuitable �00tare removed by means of selection. The operators rand s work as in (13).Schwefel theoretically investigated the case of a(1,�){ES in a similar way as Rechenberg did beforewith respect to the (1+1){ES. In particular, se-vere analytical problems arise as soon as one has tolook for the stationary distribution of a population.More details are omitted here, but may be foundin [Sch77, Sch81]. Like Rechenberg, Schwefel con-sidered the corridor model and the sphere model (8).From an approximation of the maximum rates of con-vergence at optimum �t he deduced the correspondingbest values for �, the number of o�spring per genera-tion, for a (1,�){ES on a SISD computer with sequen-tial evaluations of the o�spring:�1 = 6�2 = 5 (18)On average at least one out of �1 (�2) o�spring repre-sents an improvement of the objective function, i.e. theprobability for a successful o�spring is approximately1=�1 (1=�2). These values are pretty close to Rechen-berg's 1/5 success rule. On a MIMD computer, a(1,�){ES outperforms the simple (1+1){ES by far andit has the additional advantage to be able to escapefrom local optima as soon as � is increased beyondonly 1 while �=� = const. Like for the (1+1){ES themaximum rate of convergence is inversely proportionalto n, the number of object variables [Sch77, Sch81].ESs which are operated with an optimum ratio of �=�for a maximumrate of convergence, are biased towardslocal search. As a result, such ESs tend to reducetheir genetic diversity, i.e. the number of di�erent al-leles (speci�c parameter settings) in a population, assoon as they are attracted by some local optimum. Inorder to avoid the e�ect of missing alleles Born [Bor78]proposed the concept of a genetic load for some kindof (�+1){ES. With genetic load a population is madeup of an initially �xed, constant sub-population anda dynamic sub-population which evolves over time as

described before: P t = Pl [ P ta where Pl denotes thegenetic load and P ta refers to the evolving (active) sub-population. The genetic load may be used to introduceknowledge about suitable strategy parameters and ob-ject variables which are close to the optimum. Its ma-jor task is to maintain a minimum genetic diversityand a set of alleles that need not be learned by thealgorithm itself. Recombination and mutation are ex-tended and include the genetic load component as wellas the dynamic part of the population. It is impor-tant to note that in this approach the genetic load isnot subject to selection, i.e. no individual of the ge-netic load is replaced by o�spring. For this case of a(�+1){ES with genetic load Born could also prove theglobal convergence analogous to theorem 1 [Bor78].4.1 Recombination TypesIntermediate recombination is motivated by the follow-ing Gedankenexperiment. When a population movesup-hill along a ridge or down-hill along a narrow val-ley, the individuals will have positions either on one orthe other side of the ridge / ravine. In this case inter-mediate recombination of parents on di�erent sides ofthe collective pathway (which is close to the gradient)may yield extraordinary successes.r(P t) = a0 = (x0; �0) 2 Ix0i = 12(xa;i + xb;i) i = 1; : : : ; n�0i = 12(�a;i + �b;i) (19)Again, a = (xa; �a) and b = (xb; �b) are two parentschosen by r. Unfortunately, this type of recombinationtends to reduce the genetic diversity of the population,but on the other hand it is a measure to avoid over{adaptation, especially with respect to the strategy pa-rameters. In ESs the model functions suggest that theachievable rate of progress is inversely proportional tothe number of object variables, hence individuals mov-ing in a subspace of the object variables can exhibit atemporarily larger convergence rate than those movingin the full space. These individuals will reach a rela-tive optimum only, and the whole evolution processmay stagnate there for a while.By intermediate recombination, a random but unsuit-able extinction of a mutation step size �i is alwaysreverted (increased again) as long as there is no matewith a similar step size adaptation. Actually, Schwe-fel's implementation of (�+�){ES and (�,�){ES con-tains �ve types of recombination [Sch81]:r(P t) = a0 = (x0; �0) 2 Ix0i = 8>>>>><>>>>>: xa;i (A) no recombinationxa;i or xb;i (B) discrete12 (xa;i + xb;i) (C) intermediatexa;i or xbi;i (D) global, discrete12 (xa;i + xbi;i) (E) global, intermediate(20)



where a; b; bi 2 P t are parents chosen by r. Note thatwith global recombination the mating partners for therecombination of a single component x0i are chosenanew from the population resulting in a higher mix-ing of the genetic information than in the standardcase (B). An experimental comparison of most tra-ditional, commonly used, direct optimization strate-gies to ESs on a set of 50 test functions, includingmultimodal as well as unimodal ones, restricted aswell as unrestricted ones, has shown rather good re-sults for ESs. Their convergence rate is comparable toother algorithms, but their reliability as well as theirchance to �nd a low{dimensional global optimum wasremarkably better than for the other strategies com-pared [Sch81]. Best results were obtained with di�er-ent recombination types for the object variables (dis-crete) and the strategy parameters (intermediate).4.2 Correlated MutationsIn ESs mutation realizes a kind of hill{climbing searchprocedure (12), when it is considered in combinationwith selection. With dedicated �i for each object vari-able xi preferred directions of search can be estab-lished only along the axes of the coordinate system.In general, the best search direction (the gradient) isnot aligned on those axes. Thus, an optimum rate ofprogress is achieved only by chance when suitable mu-tations coincide, i.e. when they are correlated. Oth-erwise, the trajectory of the population through thesearch space is zigzagging along the gradient. In orderto avoid this reduction of the rate of progress, Schwe-fel [Sch81] extended the mutation operator to handlecorrelated mutations which require an additional stra-tegy vector �.m(a0ti ) = a00ti = (x00; �00; �00) 2 I ; I = IRn � IRn � IRw�00 = �0t expN0(��)�00 = �0t +N0(��)x00 = x0t +N0(A) (21)where N0 denotes a vector of independent Gaussianrandom numbers with expectation zero and standarddeviations ��i and ��i, respectively. N0(A) refers toa normally distributed random vector z with expecta-tion zero and probability densityp(z) =s detA(2�)n exp��12zTA z� (22)The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix A�1are the independent variances �00i 2 (squares of the mu-tation step sizes) of the object variables xti, while theo�-diagonal elements represent the covariances ci;j ofthe mutations. Schwefel restricts the space of equalprobability density to the surface of n-dimensional ro-tating hyperellipsoids, which are realized by a set ofinclination angles �00 2 IRw of the main axes of thehyperellipsoid, w = n(n � 1)=2. This helps to keep

the covariance matrix positive de�nite. The standarddeviations �00i serve as a kind of mean step size alongthose axes.Like the strategy parameter �t, �t is also incorporatedinto the genetic representation of an individual and ismodi�ed in a similar way, i.e. the recombination oper-ator is extended to work on the inclination angles �t,as it has been done before for the mutation step size �t(12). This way the ES may adapt to any preferred di-rection of search by means of self-learning. Due to theadditional meta-parameter �� the signature of an ESwith correlated mutations is de�ned as(�,�){ES = (P 0; �; �; r;m; s;��;��; f; g; t) (23)The step sizes �i of an individual make up an ellip-soid of equal probability density to place an o�springif these step sizes are applied to xt of the individualitself. The left part of the illustration in �gure 1 showssome individuals with their corresponding ellipsoids ifthe step sizes are not correlated (simple mutations),while the illustration on the right hand shows the sameindividuals with correlated mutations. In long, narrowvalleys the step sizes with simple mutations must besmaller than with correlated mutations, where a singlestep size may reach far into the valley if it is orientedappropriately. In such situations the resulting rate ofconvergence is much higher.5 ConclusionEvolution Strategies went through a long period ofstepwise development since the formulation of the ba-sic ideas in the middle of the 60ies. Some importantmilestones in their development were� the analytical convergence rate calculations,which led to the development of the 1/5 successrule;� the introduction of a population instead of onesingle individual, which also allowed for the sexualrecombination process;� the self{learning process of strategy parametersby means of incorporating them into the set ofgenetically inherited variables;� the (�,�){ES, which introduces a forgetting prin-ciple and is important in changing environmentsas well as a measure against over{adaptation, es-pecially of the strategy parameters;� the introduction of additional strategy parame-ters to allow for correlated mutations and thusself{learning of simple \natural laws" in the topo-logical environment.The third and �fth points establish a two{level learn-ing process, since not only the object{variable popu-lation adapts according to the response surface, but



line of equal probability density to place an offspringFigure 1: Searching with simple and correlated mutationsalso the strategy parameters are changed with respectto the actual topolocigal requirements. Schwefel haspointed to the di�culties as well as opportunities ofthe two{level collective learning in [Sch87]. The stra-tegy parameters make up an internal model of the ob-jective function, which is learned on{line during theoptimum seeking without any exogenous controllinginstance or additional measure of �tness.Besides of the di�erent levels of genotypic/phenotypicinformation representation and of di�erent selectionmechanisms the two{level learning in ESs is the moststriking di�erence between ESs and Genetic Algo-rithms [HB90, HB91].Current research concerning ESs deals with appli-cations like the travelling salesman problem [Her91,Rud91], girder{bridge optimization [Loh91], neuralnetworks [Sal91], vector optimization [Kur91], andparameter optimization in general [BBK84, Bor78,BB79].Furthermore the scalable parallelism of such an Evolu-tionary Algorithm [Hof91] is investigated with the helpof implementations on MIMD{computers at the Uni-versity of Dortmund, especially on a small Transputernetwork with 30 T800 processors [Bor89, Rud91].References[AK89] Emile H. L. Aarts and Jan Korst. SimulatedAnnealing and Boltzmann Machines. Wiley,Chichester, 1989.[BB79] Joachim Born and Klaus Bellmann. Nu-merische Parameteroptimierung in mathe-matischen Modellen mittels einer Evolution-sstrategie, volume 18 of Lecture Notes inControl and Information Sciences, pages157{167. Springer, Berlin, 1979.
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